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John is a key lay representative and
negotiator in the Department for
Transport, he's a former member of the
National Executive Committee, has vast
personal case experience and has long
played a critical role in delivering
important and groundbreaking results for
members.

John is the the only
rank-and-file candidate
in this AGS election

For example, John:
Was a central figure in the departmental team that won contractual
pay progression for staff in DETR/DTLR/DfT.
Got terms and conditions of the Departmental Staff Handbook put
into contact. Protecting members from arbitrary and detrimental
changes to their terms and conditions and prevented the end of
check off in the DfT.
Played a central role in PCS' High Court action which prevented
his department's attempt to change the sick trigger point. Where
he works, members have a 22 working day trigger point.
Won an increase to 30 days from 20 days annual leave on all entry
for all AOs and EOs.
Led the legal case that established that the Crown is the employer
of all civil servants and not departments or agencies.
Was the first union negotiator in the civil service to systematically
argue that all HR proposals be checked for its equality impact and
established the precedent that spread to other departments.

Cast your vote! Ballot opens April 16 to May 9

JOHN STANDS FOR:
PCS INDEPENDENT
Rank-and-file control: PCS should support all groups of workers
whoLEFT
want to take action, not put barriers in their way.

Elected and accountable full-time officials: All officials should be
elected and accountable to the membership. FTOs' pay should be
pegged to the average wages their members. If elected, John will take
no more than the salary of a DWP London EO on the pay minimum.
National pay bargaining and an end to unequal pay: If you are an EO
then you should be paid the same as every other EO across the
departments. The same goes for other grades – one pay rate per grade.
Not an inch on compulsory redundancies: Any compulsory redundancy
should be met by a cross-government ballot of all members
A union for all government workers: PCS should take its lead from our
activists in BEIS and from unions like United Voices of the World, and
make a serious effort to organise all workers in our workplaces,
including outsourced agency workers, and fight for direct employment
and the levelling up of conditions.
Greater focus on workplace campaigns and disputes: Campaigns like
the HMRC cleaners' fight should be extended union-wide, and the
anger amongst telephony and processing workers in the DWP into a
wider dispute.
Transparent negotiations: Independent Left candidates will oppose
secret “embargo” agreements. Members should be kept informed,
engaged, and able to democratically direct the negotiation process.
Equality at the centre: The union should be a tool for black, women,
LGBT+, and disabled workers to use to organise against inequality
and discrimination, at work and in society.
Clear politics: a Labour government led by Jeremy Corbyn and John
McDonnell would advance the interests of our members. The union
should say so loudly, affiliate to the Labour Party and ensure that
our policies are on the Labour agenda and enacted in government.

@Moloney4PCS

'PCS Independent Left'

www.pcsindependentleft.com

